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Transitions of turbulence in plasma density limits a…
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A series of BOUT@X. Q. Xu et al., Phys. Plasmas7, 1951 ~2000!# simulations is conducted to
investigate the physical processes which limit the density in tokamak plasmas. Simulations of
turbulence in tokamak boundary plasmas are presented which show that turbulent fluctuation levels
and transport increase with collisionality. At high edge density, the perpendicular turbulent transport
dominates the parallel classical transport, leading to substantially reduced contact with divertor
plates and the destruction of the edge shear layer, and the region of high transport then extends
inside the last closed flux surface. As the density increases these simulations show resistive X-point
mode→resistive ballooning modes. The simulations also show that it is easier to reach the density
limit as the density increases while holding pressure constant than holding temperature constant. A
set of 2D transport simulations with increasingly large radial outboard transport, as indicated by
BOUT for increasing density, shows that such transport can lead to an X-point multifaced
asymmetric radiation from the edge when impurity radiation is included, which is a common
symptom of density-limit related disruptions. BOUT further demonstrates that the local transport
scaling with the current is similar to the global low-confinement-mode~L-mode! transport model
(tE}I p) ~by fixing q profiles!. This current scaling appears on a plot of discharge current versus
density as abruptly large radial transport once the Greenwald density is approached or exceeded. All
of these results indicate that rapid edge cooling due to large radial transport is a key for the physics
of the tokamak density limit. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1566032#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scaling of experimental data from many tokamaks w
gas fueling has indicated the presence of a maximum e
tron density above which the frequency of disruptive term
nations increases rapidly. Disruptive termination at the d
sity limit is frequently correlated with growth o
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! modes with low toroidal and
poloidal mode numbers. By examining data both from ohm
cally heated and neutral beam-heated tokamak discha
Greenwaldet al. concluded1 that this disruptive limit was
given by the relationn̄e.nG5I p /pa2, wheren̄e is the line-
averaged electron density in 1020 m23, nG is in 1020 m23, I p

is the plasma current in mega-Ampe`res ~MA !, anda is the
minor radius in meters. Even though this empirical scaling
obtained for elliptical tokamak plasmas; the simple la
works for a wide variety of machine sizes and configu
tions. Thus the Greenwald densitynG becomes a common
figure of merit for high-density operation. The global scalin
however, does miss important local effects, in particular,
role of the density profile. Discharges with good confinem
are achieved at densities above the empirical limit by pe
fueling with significant central density peaking2,3 and by gas
fueling with only moderate density peaking4 in DIII-D
H-mode plasmas. The comprehensive experimental obse

a!Paper UI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 324 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker.
c!MIT-Plasma Science & Fusion Center, 175 Albany Street, Cambrid
MA 02139.

d!General Atomics, San Diego, CA 92186.
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tions and theoretical developments for density limit in tor
dal plasma have been recently surveyed in an excellen
view paper by Greenwald.5

Obtaining high energy confinement at high density
important since the fusion power increases with density
PFUS}n2^sv&, wheren is the ion density and̂sv& is the
fusion reaction rate. However, the Greenwald empirical sc
ing shows that the maximum attainable plasma density
limited by the plasma current, which is in turn limited b
MHD kink instabilities. While density limits have been ob
served for several decades, there is no widely accepted
principles theory available. For the tokamak, there is a g
erally accepted picture for the density limit which involve
edge cooling, current profile shrinkage followed by the lo
of MHD equilibrium.6 What leads to edge cooling and th
collapse of current profile? A number models have been p
posed to explain an increase in transport at high densities
its relation to the density limit. Theoretical considerations
the thermal stability of a current carrying plasma column a
experimental observations which associated disruptive p
mas with high levels of impurities led investigators to pr
pose these mechanisms for the density limit. Several s
narios have been considered. In the first, radiation from h
Z impurities in the plasma core leads to cooling across
entire profile and to neoclassical tearing mode caused
density peaking.4 In the second scenario, impurity radiatio
leads to a thermal condensation in the plasma edge by c
peting effectively with heat transport. The appearance
these condensations, or multifaced asymmetric radia
from the edge~MARFE!, has been shown to scale in th

,

3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1774 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Xu et al.
same manner as the density limit.2,7 While the radiation mod-
els have had some success in explaining experimenta
sults, they have shortcomings which suggest that they
incomplete at best. The various models seek to identify
density limit with Prad/Pin;1.0, MARFE formation, poloi-
dal detachment, or divertor detachment. These phenom
all exhibit density threshold behavior, but experimen
thresholds can range as low as a quarter of the ultimate
sity limit. Moreover, these models generally predict stro
sensitivity to power input and impurity content and often
details of divertor or limiter geometry. They depend on mo
els for heat and particle transport which do not necessa
match experimental observations. The overarching ques
is whether radiation related phenomena are a cause o
density limit or a common symptom of some other phys
which drives edge cooling—namely density-dependent tra
port. In other words, is there a maximum density indep
dent of atomic processes? Does edge transport incr
strongly as the density is raised above a critical value an
this increase the fundamental driver for the limit? Thre
dimensional nonlinear two-fluid simulations in flux tube g
ometry have found a region of exceptionally high transp
in low-temperature and high-density regimes,8 which are
typical near the density limit. The role of divertor or limite
sheath physics on turbulence on open field lines has b
recently addressed.9 In these studies, large coherent stru
tures ~‘‘blobs’’ ! undergo¹B polarization and drift rapidly
across the SOL under the influence of the resultantE3B
drift.

In this article, 3D BOUT10 turbulence simulations an
2D UEDGE11 transport simulations are conducted to inve
tigate the physical processes which limit density in tokam
plasmas. Simulations of turbulence in tokamak bound
plasmas are presented which show that turbulent fluctua
levels and transport increase with collisionality. At high de
sity, the perpendicular turbulent transport dominates the
allel classical transport in the scrape-off layer~SOL!, leading
to a reduced impact of the divertor and to the destruction
the edge shear layer; the region of high transport then
tends inside the last closed flux surface~LCFS!. As the den-
sity increases these simulations show resistive X-po
mode→resistive ballooning mode→detachment from di-
vertor. Thus, our density limit scenario is as follows: T
large perpendicular transport peaked on the outside of t
changes the dominant loss channel from divertor to the m
chamber, which is accompanied by a shift of the peak plas
density from the divertor plate region to the region near
X-point. The higher density and lower temperature near
X-point then lead to a MARFE with strong radiation losse
The enhanced losses cause the plasma column to shrink
discharge to be disrupted due to long wavelength magn
hydrodynamic~MHD! modes. Here we only model the initia
change in the edge turbulence and some aspects of MA
formation.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Sec
the general turbulence characteristics of high-density sim
tion are described. In this section, we discuss the transi
of turbulence characteristics near the plasma density limit
Sec. III we consider the roles of the divertor plasma a
Downloaded 23 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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impurity radiation in high-density simulations. The turb
lence transport and its relation to density limit scaling w
current is presented in Sec. IV. A summary and discuss
are given in Sec. V.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH DENSITY
SIMULATIONS

BOUT models boundary-plasma turbulence in a realis
divertor geometry using modified Braginskii equations12 in
3D for plasma vorticityÃ, density (ni), electron and ion
temperatures (Te ,Ti), and parallel momenta. The electro
static potentialf and parallel magnetic potentialAi are also
calculated. The dynamical equations, boundary conditio
and numerical scheme are discussed in Refs. 10 and 13
results reported in this article were obtained by BOUT a
UEDGE simulations for a deuterium tokamak plasma with
diverted, lower single-null magnetic equilibrium. Only low
confinement-mode~L-mode! discharges are investigated
this article.

A. General turbulence characteristics

To simulate boundary plasma turbulence and valid
with the corresponding experiments, the BOUT code u
realistic X-point magnetic and plasma profiles. The ba
ground magnetic field structure is obtained from a MH
equilibrium code~usually EFIT14! for a typical shot. The
plasma profiles are obtained by taking density and temp
ture as analytic fits~modified tanh! to Thomson scattering
data~Fig. 1!. For the scaling studies with plasma current, t
background magnetic field structure is obtained from anot
MHD equilibrium code, Corsica.15 For typical DIII-D
boundary plasma profiles in L-mode, the midplane values
the magnetic separatrix areTe560 eV, Ti5240 eV, andni

56.531018/m3. From the given magnetic geometry an
plasma profiles corresponding to a specific experimental
vice and discharge, the simulation is initialized with a set
small random fluctuations. The fastest growing modes do
nate the initial phase of the calculation, in which the fluctu
tions grow at an approximately exponential rate. After th
initial linear phase, the density and electrostatic poten
fluctuations evolve to a saturated state with many modes
shown in Fig. 2. The background density and temperat
profiles are held constant during the turbulence evoluti
However, the electric potential, parallel current and ion v
locity are self-consistently evolved with turbulence dyna
ics. At t;43ms, the unstable modes inside the separa
enter into a nonlinear phase. After a period of adjustment,
turbulence-generated electric potential reaches a steady s
From the saturated steady state, turbulence statistical pro
ties can be extracted from the BOUT simulations by us
the correlation function analysis and validated with the va
ous fluctuation measurements.16–19From the density contou
plot ~not shown! we observe the following as the densi
increases:~1! Large-scale, transient, and coherent structu
convect in the ion poloidal diamagnetic velocity direction
;1 km/s at low density and reverse to electron diamagn
direction at high density at;10 km/s outside the separatrix
~2! The fluctuation levels and the radial correlation leng
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1775Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Transitions of turbulence in plasma density limits
increases, as indicated by the estimated perpendicular s
length,L0 , given by the resistive ballooning mode.20 How-
ever, at low density, the BOUT radial correlation length
longer than that from the estimates, while at high dens
they agree inside the last closed flux surface.

B. Transition of turbulence characteristics near the
plasma density limit

Recent studies of resistive ballooning modes in
boundary plasma of diverted tokamaks have been perfor
within the framework of a collisional fluid model.10,21,22It is
shown that the large magnetic shear and small polo
B-field in the X-point region act to increase the local perpe
dicular wavenumber, and hence the importance of the re
tivity, near the X-point. This effect can be viewed as a co
sequence of the fanning of the flux tubes in the X-po
region, and it has no simple analog in circular flux geome
where the magnetic shear,ŝ, is constant on a flux surface. A

FIG. 1. Typical pedestal density and temperature profiles. DIII-D s
107822 at time52900 ms. Figures courtesy of G. D. Porter at Lawren
Livermore National Laboratory.
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a result of the locally enhanced resistive effects, the m
can line-bend across the X-point, avoiding the good cur
ture region on the inside of the torus. This ‘‘disconnectio
of the eigenmodes profoundly influences the unstable sp
trum. A new class of modes called resistive X-point~RX!
modes exploits this synergism between resistivity and
X-point geometry, giving rise to robust growth rates
moderate-to-low mode numbers for which resistive effe
would otherwise be negligible. BOUT simulations indica
that although the radial and perpendicular mode structu
evolve from linear to nonlinear phase due to nonlinear mo
coupling processes, the parallel mode structure stays
similar throughout the simulations.

To address issues related to density-dependent trans
we can step back from real experiments and examine
general behavior of the turbulence in the parameter spac
edge density and temperature. Starting from a particular
charge which corresponds to a DIII-D L-mode experiment
a base case, two numerical experiments have been
formed: ~1! increasing density while holding pressure co
stant and~2! increasing density while holding temperatu
constant. These two cases separate the pressure driven
bilities from density-dependent instabilities. In the first ca
the magnetic equilibrium is kept the same. If there is no ed

t

FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! The time history of the root-mean-squared~rms! ampli-
tude of fluctuating density at the outer midplane.~b! The flux surface aver-
aged electric potential at the outside midplane. The density fluctuation s
in ~a! is 25%.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. The rms levels of the radial-poloidal profiles of fluctuation density calculated from BOUT simulation. As the Greenwald density is approar
exceeded, the SOL density fluctuation increases and peaked around the outer midplane. HereN051.231019/m3.
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localized mode~ELM! for the base case, there is also
ELM for the density scans due to the absence of curr
drive and constant pressure profiles for the scans. In the
ond case, one can take from the experimental observat
the typical separatrix temperatureTe.50 eV, and far SOL
temperatureTe.10 eV. However, the change of magne
equilibrium is ignored in the simulations.

The corresponding root-mean-squared~rms! radial-
poloidal mode structures are shown in Fig. 3 for the first c
with three different background densities:~a! n̄e50.28nG ,
~b! n̄e50.56nG , and ~c! n̄e51.12nG . Here n̄e is the line-
averaged density in 1020 m23, nG5I p /pa2 in 1020 m23.
For the base case~a! which corresponds to a DIII-D L-mode
experiment, I p50.974 MA, a50.59 m and n̄e50.25
31020 m23. The typical resistive X-point mode discusse
above appears at the upper left corner of the plot as a
case. In this regime, the X-point effects are the most d
matic. The eigenfunction illustrates that the resistivity
dominant near the X-points, allowing the mode to decre
rapidly away from this region. In this particular case, t
mode survives past the lower X-point and does wea
sample the outer divertor plasma. As density increases, m
ing diagonally down from the upper left corner of the plo
the rms fluctuation levels increase dramatically, and
modes are poloidally peaked around the outer midplane.
Downloaded 23 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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pressure conservation, as density increases while temper
decreases, one enters the strong resistive ballooning re
in lower right corner of the plot. In this case, ballooning
the eigenfunction at the outboard midplane reduces the
portance of X-point effects, and it becomes classical resis
MHD mode. These results clearly demonstrate the transi
from resistive X-point mode to resistive ballooning mode
the density approaches and exceeds the Greenwald dens
similar trend of the mode transition in the parameter spacene

and Te has also been found in the linear eigenmo
calculation.22

For case~2! where we increase density by a factor of 1
while holding temperature constant, we find that dens
fluctuation levels only increase by 50%. In contrast for ca
~1! in Fig. 4~a! the turbulence fluctuation levels increase
500%, when the density increases by a factor of 4. T
difference between the two cases is due to the strong t
perature dependence in the collisionality (nei}n/Te

3/2

}n5/2/Pe
3/2) and the resulting electron parallel conductivi

(k ie}Te
5/2).

Particle transport perpendicular to the magnetic fie
G r , results from correlated fluctuations of the plasma d
velocity ṽE and densityñ, and can be calculated fromG r

5^ṽEñ&. A large particle flux is found near the X-point re
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1777Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Transitions of turbulence in plasma density limits
gion due to largeṽE there from largek' at low density.
However, as the density increases, the particle flux is a
peaked around the outer midplane~not shown!. This is an-
other evidence to show the mode transition from the resis
X-point mode to resistive ballooning mode as the dens
approaches and exceeds the Greenwald density.

Large increases in the effective diffusivity,Deff

52Gr /¹n, are illustrated in Fig. 4~b! as the density limit is
approached while the edge temperature and gradient
precipitously. It also shows that as the density is increas
the strongEr shear layer is destroyed~Fig. 5! and the region
of high diffusivity extends inward. The negativeEr inside
the separatrix is generated by the Reynolds stress, and
tive Er in the far SOL is dominated by the sheath physics d
to parallel particle loss. Near the separatrix in the SOL,
two mechanisms compete. As density increases and temp
ture decreases, the fluctuation levels and the Reynolds s
drive increases while sheath potential decreases, so tha
negativeEr extends outward. Eventually the Reynolds stre
drive dominates over sheath drive in the SOL, and the str

FIG. 4. Profiles of density fluctuation levels~a! and diffusion coefficients
~b! calculated from BOUT simulation. As the Greenwald density is a
proached or exceeded, the SOL diffusivity increases and the region of
fluctuation levels and high diffusivity extend inward across the last clo
flux surface. The solid curve forn51.12NG, dot–dashed curve forn
50.56NG, and dashed curve forn50.28NG.
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Er shear layer is destroyed as the density approaches o
ceeds the Greenwald density. Figure 4~b! also shows that for
the given magnetic equilibrium, as the density increa
while temperature decreases, transport increases but m
fests itself in nearly discontinuous behavior fromn̄
50.56NG to n̄51.12NG . The implication is that a cata
strophic boundary is crossed. Similar experimental res
has been obtained on the Texas Experimental Tokam
~TEXT!23 and Alcator C-mod.24 On TEXT, the change in
transport was correlated with a significant increase in lo
frequency fluctuations with moderately high wave numbe
ku;12 cm21 corresponding tokurs;0.3– 0.9, wherers is
the ion gyroradius. Spatial resolution in these experime
was not sufficient to localize the source of the fluctuatio
Data from a fast reciprocating probe showed a strong
crease in fluctuations in the far SOL on DIII-D.25 On AS-
DEX, a clear increase in correlation time and length we
seen at higher densities.26 An increase in turbulence drive
flux with density was seen on the Joint European To
~JET!.27 On C-Mod, measurements with a fast scanning el
trostatic probe found two distinguishable regions in t
SOL.24 Near the separatrix, density and temperature profi
were steep, with gradient lengths of the order of 5 mm
shorter. The fluctuations in this region were of moderate a
plitude, with autocorrelation times on the order of 1ms. Us-
ing a high-resolution Lyman array to determine the ioniz
tion source, the particle transport could be calculated
convective losses estimated. The effective diffusivityDeff

52Gr /¹n was found to scale with the parallel collisionalit
as (L i /lei)

1.7, whereG r is the integrated particle source an
lei is the mean free path for electron-ion collisions. Flow
down the open field lines to the divertor were found to be
unimportant component of the particle balance. Beyond
region, in the far SOL, profiles were much flatter and flu
tuations were large and intermittent. The autocorrelation ti
for fluctuations in this region was of the order of 20–40ms.
The far SOL region had very large cross-field transport, w

-
gh
d

FIG. 5. Profiles of electric field calculated from BOUT simulation. As t
Greenwald density is approached or exceeded, the edgeEr shear layer is
destroyed. The solid curve forn51.12NG, dot–dashed curve forn
50.56NG, and dashed curve forn50.28NG.
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1778 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Xu et al.
in excess of parallel losses for both particles and energy
the density was raised, the breakpoint between the two
gions move inward toward the separatrix, which is consist
with Fig. 4~b!.

III. ROLES OF DIVERTOR PLASMA AND IMPURITY
RADIATION

The simplest models for MARFE formation involve on
radiation, parallel conduction, and a heat source from p
pendicular transport. A thermal collapse or condensation
occur at temperatures where the cooling rate,R(T), de-
creases strongly with temperature. Thus, a negative temp
ture perturbation leads to more radiation and still lower te
perature. Pressure conservation results in a positive de
perturbation which also contributes to increased radiat
The density limit experiments on DIII-D have shown that t
measured density and temperature for X-point MARFE f
mation are consistent with the density threshold for the on
of instability.2 However, a serious weakness lies in the de
vation of the empirical scaling which has to resort to t
global L-mode transport model with the current scalin
Based on the simulation results in Sec. II B, it is reasona
to believe that increased transport at high densities is res
sible for the formation of the X-point MARFE and diverto
detachment. The X-point MARFE formation is a natural co
sequence of the relative competition between parallel h
transport, which scales asTe

7/2, and perpendicular turbulenc
losses, scaling through the impact of collisionality on turb
lence level, as an inverse power of the temperature. For p
sure conservation, as density increases and temperatur
creases, the ratio between parallel and perpendicular po
balance scales asTe

6 and more power flow to the main cham
ber relative to the divertor plate. Here the estimate is ba
on the linear scaling of perpendicular turbulence transp
with collisionality as inferred from the BOUT runs. The flu
tube expansion in passing near the X-point reduces the
allel heat flux there compared to its midplane value u
stream. Such a reduction in heat flux leads to a lower te
perature and therefore the formation of the density build
near the X-point due to pressure conservation; reducedTe

can also leads to increased neutral penetration and
plasma fueling. For a constant impurity fraction (nI /ne , nI

is the impurity density!, the radiated powerPrad5nenIR(T)
increases as the square of the density for a given temper
@Prad5ne

2(nI /ne)R(T)#. Thus, high density regions are c
pable of large radiation losses, and as the peak in the pla
density shifts to the X-point region, a strong MARFE c
form there.

To calculate the MARFE formation and poloidal detac
ment as a result of the large radial transport, a set of trans
equations for particle, momentum, and energy conserva
is solved numerically. The different steady-state solutions
obtained using the UEDGE 2D edge transport code11 by add-
ing strong radial convection while keeping everything e
the same. A detailed study of the effect of possible conv
tive transport is reported in Ref. 28. The resulting impur
radiation power contours are shown in Fig. 6 for a const
carbon impurity concentration of 0.5%. In both cases,
Downloaded 23 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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radial diffusion coefficient for density is 0.5 m2/s, while for
momentum and energy the coefficients are set to 1 m2/s. The
radial convection velocity is everywhere zero for Fig. 6~a!,
whereas for Fig. 6~b!, the convection velocity increases a
proximately quadratically with radial distance between t
core boundary and the wall, being 40 m/s at the core and
m/s at the wall. The enhanced convection region is limited
the outer poloidal domain bounded by the top of the mach
and a surface 10 cm above the X-point. Thead hocconvec-
tive velocity is used in UEDGE to emulate the balloonin
characteristics found in BOUT simulations discussed abo
As the radial transport increases, the peak of cold plas
shifts from the plate to the X-point region, and the MARF
is formed near the X-point. The calculated ratio of the ra
ated power to input powerPrad/Pin is 9% for normal trans-

FIG. 6. ~Color! The contours of impurity radiation power calculated fro
UEDGE simulation.~a! The convection velocityvc is zero.~b! The convec-
tion velocityvc increases radially from;40 m/s at the core boundary to 30
m/s at the main chamber wall, extending as a step function from slig
above the X-point to slightly below the top of the machine to emulate
ballooning characteristics found in BOUT simulation.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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port, and 41% for the enhanced transport. It is importan
note that the evolution to the MARFE-like state appears s
sitive to the level of the enhanced transport near the c
boundary; if the enhanced convection is zero on this bou
ary, while still rising to large values at the wall, the MARF
is not formed. Even though the model is not yet a se
consistent, closely coupled turbulence-transport simulat
the case with enhanced convection at the core boundary
qualitatively support the scenario that the large midpla
transport leads to cold plasma shifting to the X-point regi
With the associated drop in the separatrix temperature,
hot core plasma is eroded, and the current and pressure
files should shrink if they were evolved, leading to MH
instability. In order to simulate the real experiment, tim
dependent feedback between turbulence and transport
cesses needs to be included. Since the diffusion coeffic
calculated from BOUT is quite high as the density limit
approached or exceeded, it is expected that the turbule
will significantly affect plasma profiles, which in turn chang
the turbulent transport and MHD modes, and finally the c
plasma either reaches some marginal stability point or
rupts.

IV. DENSITY LIMIT SCALING WITH CURRENT

The empirical experimental database shows that
simple global scaling law for the density limit,nG

5I p /pa2, works for a wide variety of machine sizes an
configurations, for limited and diverted machines, and for
first wall materials and geometry. The above sections h
discussed that plasma boundary turbulence and transpo
responsible for edge cooling, MARFE formation, and
vertor detachment, which ultimately leads to the dens
limit. These two observations indicate that plasma curr
may play a key role in controlling conditions giving rise
enhanced plasma turbulent transport. The dominant cur
scaling for the turbulence calculation could arise either fr
the poloidal magnetic field or through the parallel magne
connection length via the magnetic equilibria.

The current scaling of the density limit has been extra
lated from an additional series of numerical experiments
examine changes in the turbulent transport due to chang
the plasma current. The series of magnetic equilibria h
been generated by using the MHD equilibrium packa
within Corsica,15 where the experimentally measured plas
pressure profiles are used and kept fixed. It is found that
turbulent transport is consistently reduced due to the ass
ated increase in the equilibrium magnetic field~by fixing q
profiles in Corsica! at all density, as shown in Fig. 7. Thi
suggests that the dominant current scaling arises from
toroidal field rather than through a connection length. B
cause plasma safety factor q is fixed, the increase in pla
current leads to increase of poloidal and toroidal fiel
which in turn leads to the decrease of plasma beta and
bulence. Figure 7 also shows that for the fixed density
temperature plasma profiles, as the current decreases, t
port increases but exhibits a nearly discontinuous beha
from I p51.46 MA to I p51.22 MA for x,1 cm. The impli-
cation is that a catastrophic boundary is crossed.
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In the above-mentioned density limit experiments
DIII-D, an expression for MARFE stability in terms of glo
bal variables has been derived from the local stability eq
tions by using the L-mode scaling law to eliminate tempe
ture and employing a simple fit to the radiation curves2,3

This exercise yields the similar empirical expression fornG ,
while the applicability of global scaling laws to the plasm
boundary and assumptions which relate local to average
sity are somewhat questionable. Figure 8 is a plot of
maximum of diffusion coefficients from Fig. 7 versus curre
which indeed shows that local transport scaling with the c
rent is a reminiscence of the global L-mode transport mo
(tE}I p). Thus the match of the empirical scaling is n
merely a coincidence!

Figure 9 shows a contour plot of transport coefficie
~averaged poloidally and toroidally! at the separatrix versu
plasma current and density. We have conducted 17 additi
BOUT runs for five different densities and four different cu

FIG. 7. Profiles of diffusion coefficients versus current calculated fr
BOUT simulations at high density.

FIG. 8. A plot of the maximum of diffusion coefficients from Fig. 7 versu
current which shows that local transport scaling with the current is a re
niscence of the global L-mode transport model (tE}I p).
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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rents. For a given current, as the density approaches or
ceeds the Greenwald density, the region of high trans
extends inside the last closed flux surface. We choose
effective diffusion coefficient at the separatrix ofD
510 m2/s as the boundary for the density limit. This boun
ary is consistent with the Greenwald density line. Thus
becomes clear that turbulent transport plays a fundame
role in the plot which shows the important relation betwe
the maximum attainable plasma density and the current.
large turbulent transport very likely leads to a collapse of
edge plasma as the density approaches or exceeds the G
wald density.

The parametric scaling of the density limit in tokam
plasma has been an active research subject since the
1970s. Here we demonstrate that the turbulent transpo
consistently reduced due to increases in the plasma cu
~by fixing q profiles in Corsica!. In order to determine the q
scaling, we also conduct a second set of scaling runs
fixing the Bt profile in Corsica. Unfortunately, there is n
global trend for changes in transport associated with chan
in the parallel connection lengthL i (L i;qR) over the whole
boundary region across the separatrix at high density. In
region near the separatrix, the turbulent transport increase
I p increases, while in the far SOL, the turbulent transp
decreases for the same variation ofI p . The underlying
mechanisms are still under investigation. We plan to cond
more BOUT runs to test the q scaling by fixingBt profiles in
Corsica, and alternatively to determine the dependence o
density limit onBt by fixing I p in Corsica. Additional depen
dencies on q may also come from plasma parallel equ
rium physics and/or long wavelength MHD modes that m
contribute to the current scaling of the density limit. W
therefore defer more complete parametric scaling studies
future publication.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

Understanding the density limit is crucial for projectin
the performance of future fusion machines. In this article,
have presented a model for density limit in tokamak plas

FIG. 9. ~Color! A contour plot of transport coefficient at separatrix vers
plasma currentnG5I p /pa2 and density. The large transport boundary~at
the separatrixDf10 m2/s) shown by the3’s is consistent with experimen
tal operational limit.
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based on the edge simulation results from BOUT a
UEDGE codes. Simulations of turbulence in tokamak bou
ary plasmas show that turbulent fluctuation levels and tra
port increase with collisionality. At high density, the perpe
dicular turbulent transport dominates the parallel class
transport, leading to substantially reduced contact to the
vertor and the destruction of the edgeEr shear layer, and the
region of high transport extends inside the last closed fl
surface. As the density increases, these simulations show
sistive X-point mode→resistive ballooning modes
→detachment from divertor. The simulations also show t
it is easier to reach the density limit as the density increa
while holding pressure constant than holding temperat
constant. UEDGE 2D transport simulations with increasin
large radial outboard transport, as indicated by BOUT
increasing density, shows that such transport can lead t
X-point MARFE when impurity radiation is included, whic
is a common symptom of density-limit related disruptio
BOUT also demonstrates that the local transport scaling w
the current is a reminiscence of the global L-mode transp
model (tE}I p) ~by fixing q profiles!. This current scaling
appears on a plot of discharge current versus density a
abrupt increase in the radial transport as the Greenwald
sity is approached or exceeded. All of these results indic
that rapid edge cooling due to large radial transport is a
for the physics of the tokamak density limit.

Even though progress has been made in elucidating
eral important underlying processes, such as turbule
transport, impurity radiation, and neutral recycling, t
present work is far from complete. The models are simplifi
and decoupled. There are still important remaining questi
to be answered. For example, what is the dependenc
density limit onq andBt? How does the density limit calcu
lated from turbulence and transport codes depend on
power? How can we better parametrize the density li
caused by the rapid edge cooling in terms of pedestal den
and temperature, rather than line-averaged density? Sinc
physics of the density limit is complex and highly nonlinea
and its full evolution involves transport and atomic pr
cesses, it is essential that self-consistent models for sou
sinks, turbulence, transport, and MHD are used. Integra
these components is the subject of ongoing research.
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